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Resolved: Is Global Democracy on the Decline? 

 
 

Debate on 02/27/18 with Guest Speaker Cornell Professor Nicholas van de Walle 
 



Speaker (Prof. Nicholas van de Walle) 
In his lecture, Professor van de Walle spoke about both pessimistic and optimistic 

viewpoints on the state of global democracy. First touching upon why there even is this debate, 
Professor van de Walle spoke about the glorification of the past and the “Sausage Factory 
Effect”: the idea that everyone wants democracies to be established but don’t want to see them 
made. Professor van de Walle showed that democracy might actually be prospering. He brought 
up how in the last 15 years, the Freedom House scores, scores that rank democracy, political 
freedom, and human rights in countries, have been relatively stable. He also commented on the 
almost universal faith in the democratic government structure across the world. Later, Professor 
van de Walle commented on how the rate of global democracy might actually be declining. 
Pointing to the idea that democratic gains are harder to make and that some countries that have 
embraced populist measures or politicians, such as the U.S. or Turkey, have more political 
weight than others, Professor van de Walle told students that there is a valid argument in the 
more pessimistic side of this debate. 

During the question and answer period of the lecture, Cornell Political Union members 
asked questions in regards to Brazil, Venezuela, and Egypt. During this period, Professor van de 
Walle defended these countries by claiming that they may be more democratic than they may 
initially seem, and that democracy is more difficult to create than to destroy. He defined 
populism and spoke about how technology may lead to more or less global democracy. 
The members of Cornell Political Union later debated over this salient question. Bringing up 
knowledge about Venezuela and Chavez, students debated about some possible benefits to 
populist leaders and if populism could actually be democratic. They discussed the growing 
global polarization between the Left and the Right of the political spectrum and how this 
perceived decline in democracy may be leading to a Fourth Democratic Wave. The students also 
touched on how important China, and its recent steps in terms of power politics, has and will 
affect world politics.  
 

 

Union Votes Negative on a 16-11 Decision 
 


